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Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (Flute), Book & Online Media [With CD (Audio) and DVD]

Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary, flexible, and comprehensive method that combines
time-tested educational concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. A
logical sequence, clean page layouts, clear goals for each exercise, and uncomplicated explanations combined
with instrument-specific MasterClass videos and varied accompaniments will foster better comprehension
and improved execution of technique. The content is organized into levels, providing benchmarks,
assessment indicators, and intermediate goals. With SI Online, adjust the pacing and focus of your teaching
any time during the semester to address differentiation and the unique needs within your classroom. Also,
access streaming audio and video content and explore the wealth of additional repertoire available online.
Learn more at www.alfred.com/SIOnline. Book 1 is now completely free in MakeMusic Cloud! Sound
Innovations by Alfred Music is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra.
Its infusion of technology provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-
tested strategies and technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John
Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Flute), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com



Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1

A comprehensive library of instrument-specific audio & video.

Sound Innovations - Conductor's Score (Concert Band), Book 1

Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary new method series that combines time-tested
educational concepts, input from thousands of teachers, advances in modern technology, and solid pedagogy
that follows state and national music education standards.

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1

\"Sound innovations is a revolutionary new method of concert band that combines time-tested educational
concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. Using solid pedagogy that
follows state and national music edcation standards, the method can be customized by teachers to use their
own experiences in creating the best approach for their classroom\"--Page 4 of cover.

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (E-Flat Alto Clarinet), Book, CD & DVD

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in SmartMusic. \"Sound Innovations by Alfred Music is a
dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology provides
an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and technology offer
a great foundation for a successful learning experience.\" ---John Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Electric Bass), Book, CD & DVD

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in SmartMusic. \"Sound Innovations by Alfred Music is a
dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology provides
an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and technology offer
a great foundation for a successful learning experience.\" ---John Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com
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Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (E-Flat Alto Clarinet), Book, CD & DVD

Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary, flexible, and comprehensive method that combines
time-tested educational concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. A
logical sequence, clean page layouts, clear goals for each exercise, and uncomplicated explanations combined
with instrument-specific MasterClass videos and varied accompaniments will foster better comprehension
and improved execution of technique. The content is organized into levels, providing benchmarks,
assessment indicators, and intermediate goals. With SI Online, adjust the pacing and focus of your teaching
any time during the semester to address differentiation and the unique needs within your classroom. Also,
access streaming audio and video content and explore the wealth of additional repertoire available online.
Learn more at www.alfred.com/SIOnline. Book 1 is now completely free in SmartMusic! \"Sound
Innovations by Alfred Music is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra.
Its infusion of technology provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-
tested strategies and technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience.\" ---John
Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians

'Sound Innovations' is a revolutionary new method for concert band that combines time-tested educational
concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. This method includes solid
pedagogy and can be customised by teachers to use their own experiences in creating the best approach for
their classroom. Your book features: Master Classes with expert musicians and teachers on DVD; Recorded
melody examples and play-along accompaniments in mp3 format for every line of music in the book; Clean
page layout for quick identification of concepts; Clear, focused goals provided for exercises throughout the
book; Six levels of lessons to provide benchmarks of progress; Uncomplicated approach to introducing and
reinforcing rhythm and other concepts; British notation and English spelling; Australian voice on the CD
instructions; and Australian traditional tunes.

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (Oboe), Book & Online Media [With DVD]

Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary, flexible, and comprehensive method that combines
time-tested educational concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. A
logical sequence, clean page layouts, clear goals for each exercise, and uncomplicated explanations combined
with instrument-specific MasterClass videos and varied accompaniments will foster better comprehension
and improved execution of technique. The content is organized into levels, providing benchmarks,
assessment indicators, and intermediate goals. With SI Online, adjust the pacing and focus of your teaching
any time during the semester to address differentiation and the unique needs within your classroom. Also,
access streaming audio and video content and explore the wealth of additional repertoire available online.
Learn more at www.alfred.com/SIOnline. Book 1 is now completely free in MakeMusic Cloud! Sound
Innovations by Alfred Music is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra.
Its infusion of technology provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-
tested strategies and technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John
Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Trombone), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
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playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (Mallet Percussion), Book & Online Media [With CD (Audio) and

Sound Innovations for Concert Band by Robert Sheldon, Peter Boonshaft, Dave Black, and Bob Phillips is a
revolutionary, flexible, and comprehensive method that combines time-tested educational concepts, input
from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. A logical sequence, clean page layouts,
clear goals for each exercise, and uncomplicated explanations combined with instrument-specific
MasterClass videos and varied accompaniments will foster better comprehension and improved execution of
technique. The content is organized into levels, providing benchmarks, assessment indicators, and
intermediate goals. With SI Online, adjust the pacing and focus of your teaching any time during the
semester to address differentiation and the unique needs within your classroom. Also, access streaming audio
and video content and explore the wealth of additional repertoire available online. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. Book 1 is now completely free in MakeMusic Cloud! Sound Innovations by
Alfred Music is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of
technology provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies
and technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (B-Flat Clarinet), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com
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Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (Horn in F), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary, flexible, and comprehensive method that combines
time-tested educational concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. A
logical sequence, clean page layouts, clear goals for each exercise, and uncomplicated explanations combined
with instrument-specific MasterClass videos and varied accompaniments will foster better comprehension
and improved execution of technique. The content is organized into levels, providing benchmarks,
assessment indicators, and intermediate goals. With SI Online, adjust the pacing and focus of your teaching
any time during the semester to address differentiation and the unique needs within your classroom. Also,
access streaming audio and video content and explore the wealth of additional repertoire available online.
Learn more at www.alfred.com/SIOnline. Book 1 is now completely free in MakeMusic Cloud! Sound
Innovations by Alfred Music is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra.
Its infusion of technology provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-
tested strategies and technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John
Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (E-Flat Baritone Saxophone), Book, CD & DVD

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in SmartMusic. \"Sound Innovations by Alfred Music is a
dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology provides
an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and technology offer
a great foundation for a successful learning experience.\" ---John Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Baritone B.C.), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com
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Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (B-Flat Bass Clarinet), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (Trombone), Book & Online Media [With CD (Audio) and DVD]

Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary, flexible, and comprehensive method that combines
time-tested educational concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. A
logical sequence, clean page layouts, clear goals for each exercise, and uncomplicated explanations combined
with instrument-specific MasterClass videos and varied accompaniments will foster better comprehension
and improved execution of technique. The content is organized into levels, providing benchmarks,
assessment indicators, and intermediate goals. With SI Online, adjust the pacing and focus of your teaching
any time during the semester to address differentiation and the unique needs within your classroom. Also,
access streaming audio and video content and explore the wealth of additional repertoire available online.
Learn more at www.alfred.com/SIOnline. Book 1 is now completely free in MakeMusic Cloud! Sound
Innovations by Alfred Music is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra.
Its infusion of technology provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-
tested strategies and technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John
Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (E-Flat Alto Saxophone), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com
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Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Combined Percussion), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in SmartMusic. \"Sound Innovations by Alfred Music is a
dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology provides
an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and technology offer
a great foundation for a successful learning experience.\" ---John Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Tuba), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (B-Flat Bass Clarinet), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary, flexible, and comprehensive method that combines
time-tested educational concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. A
logical sequence, clean page layouts, clear goals for each exercise, and uncomplicated explanations combined
with instrument-specific MasterClass videos and varied accompaniments will foster better comprehension
and improved execution of technique. The content is organized into levels, providing benchmarks,
assessment indicators, and intermediate goals. With SI Online, adjust the pacing and focus of your teaching
any time during the semester to address differentiation and the unique needs within your classroom. Also,
access streaming audio and video content and explore the wealth of additional repertoire available online.
Learn more at www.alfred.com/SIOnline. Book 1 is now completely free in MakeMusic Cloud! Sound
Innovations by Alfred Music is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra.
Its infusion of technology provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-
tested strategies and technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John
Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com
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Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Oboe), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (B-Flat Tenor Saxophone), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary, flexible, and comprehensive method that combines
time-tested educational concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. A
logical sequence, clean page layouts, clear goals for each exercise, and uncomplicated explanations combined
with instrument-specific MasterClass videos and varied accompaniments will foster better comprehension
and improved execution of technique. The content is organized into levels, providing benchmarks,
assessment indicators, and intermediate goals. With SI Online, adjust the pacing and focus of your teaching
any time during the semester to address differentiation and the unique needs within your classroom. Also,
access streaming audio and video content and explore the wealth of additional repertoire available online.
Learn more at www.alfred.com/SIOnline. Book 1 is now completely free in MakeMusic Cloud! Sound
Innovations by Alfred Music is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra.
Its infusion of technology provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-
tested strategies and technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John
Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (B-Flat Trumpet), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
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BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Bassoon), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Piano Acc.)

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Horn in F), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud. Sound Innovations by Alfred Music
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is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology
provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and
technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience. ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Baritone T.C.), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in SmartMusic. \"Sound Innovations by Alfred Music is a
dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology provides
an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and technology offer
a great foundation for a successful learning experience.\" ---John Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 2: A Revolutionary Method for Early-
Intermediate Musicians (Mallet Percussion), Book & Online Media

Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with a
complete review of Book 1, and a segmented presentation of new concepts while introducing ensemble
playing. Following the unique Sound Innovations organization, the band method contains levels, each of
which is divided into several sections that introduces concepts separately, providing benchmarks, assessment,
and intermediate goals. The isolation of new concepts helps facilitate the understanding of more advanced
material. Sound Advice sections throughout the Teacher's Score assist with quick and easy-to-use tips and
suggestions. Plenty of practice and performance opportunities are also provided in order to reinforce each
lesson. MasterClass lessons with woodwind and brass ensemble videos and accompaniment recordings are
available streaming at www.alfred.com/SIOnline from anywhere with internet access. Learn more at
www.alfred.com/SIOnline. This title is available in SmartMusic. \"Sound Innovations by Alfred Music is a
dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology provides
an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and technology offer
a great foundation for a successful learning experience.\" ---John Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com

Sound Innovations for Concert Band: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians

'Sound Innovations' is a revolutionary new method for concert band that combines time-tested educational
concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. This method includes solid
pedagogy and can be customised by teachers to use their own experiences in creating the best approach for
their classroom. Your book features: Master Classes with expert musicians and teachers on DVD; Recorded
melody examples and play-along accompaniments in mp3 format for every line of music in the book; Clean
page layout for quick identification of concepts; Clear, focused goals provided for exercises throughout the
book; Six levels of lessons to provide benchmarks of progress; Uncomplicated approach to introducing and
reinforcing rhythm and other concepts; British notation and English spelling; Australian voice on the CD
instructions; and Australian traditional tunes.
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Sound Innovations for Concert Band, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (E-Flat Alto Saxophone), Book & Online Media [With CD (Audio)

\"Sound innovations is a revolutionary new method of concert band that combines time-tested educational
concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. Using solid pedagogy that
follows state and national music edcation standards, the method can be customized by teachers to use their
own experiences in creating the best approach for their classroom\"--Page 4 of cover.

Sound Innovations for String Orchestra, Bk 1

A comprehensive library of instrument-specific audio and video.

Sound Innovations for String Orchestra

Sound Innovations for String Orchestra, Book 2 continues your student's musical journey by teaching with
segmented presentation of new concepts and introducing ensemble playing. Isolating concepts and teaching
them individually helps facilitate understanding of the more advanced material. Following the unique Sound
Innovations organization, the book contains four levels, each of which is divided into several sections that
introduces concepts separately and provides plenty of practice and performance opportunities to reinforce
each lesson. Visit www.alfred.com/soundinnovations for more information. \"Sound Innovations by Alfred
Music is a dream-come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of
technology provides an open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies
and technology offer a great foundation for a successful learning experience.\" ---John Kuzmich, Jr.,
BandDirector.com This title is available in SmartMusic.

Sound Innovations for String Orchestra, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (Bass), Book & Online Media

A comprehensive library of instrument-specific audio and video.

Sound Innovations for String Orchestra, Bk 1: A Revolutionary Method for Beginning
Musicians (Cello), Book & Online Media [With MP3]

A comprehensive library of instrument-specific audio and video.

Sound Innovations for String Orchestra, Bk 1

Sound Innovations for String Orchestra is a revolutionary new method that combines time-tested educational
concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in modern technology. Using solid pedagogy that
follows state and national music education standards, the methods can be customized by teachers to use their
own experiences in creating the best approach for their unique classroom. Sound Innovations is available in
two versions: Standard Edition and the custom Director's Choice Edition. Visit
www.alfred.com/soundinnovations for more information. \"Sound Innovations by Alfred Music is a dream-
come-true method for beginning concert band and string orchestra. Its infusion of technology provides an
open-ended architecture of the first order. This unique blend of time-tested strategies and technology offer a
great foundation for a successful learning experience.\" ---John Kuzmich, Jr., BandDirector.com This title is
available in SmartMusic.

Sound Innovations Flute
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Sound Innovations: Ensemble Development for Advanced Concert Band builds upon the concepts in
Ensemble Development for Intermediate Concert Band with 399 new exercises that are more technically and
musically challenging, including over 70 chorales written by some of today's most renowned composers for
concert band, including: Roland Barrett, Chris Bernotas, Andrew Boysen, Ralph Ford, Rossano Galante,
David Gillingham, Stephen Melillo, Robert Sheldon,Todd Stalter, Jack Stamp, Randall Standridge, and
Michael Story. This book is a valuable resource in helping students grow in their understanding and abilities
as ensemble musicians. Exercises are grouped by key and presented in a variety of intermediate to advanced
difficulty levels. Where possible, several exercises in the same category are provided to allow variety while
accomplishing the same goals. Its flexibility makes it perfect for large ensemble rehearsals, lessons, and
studio use.

Sound Innovations for Concert Band: Ensemble Development for Advanced Concert
Band - Flute 2

Sound Innovations: Ensemble Development for Advanced Concert Band builds upon the concepts in
Ensemble Development for Intermediate Concert Band with 399 new exercises that are more technically and
musically challenging, including over 70 chorales written by some of today's most renowned composers for
concert band, including: Roland Barrett, Chris Bernotas, Andrew Boysen, Ralph Ford, Rossano Galante,
David Gillingham, Stephen Melillo, Robert Sheldon,Todd Stalter, Jack Stamp, Randall Standridge, and
Michael Story. This book is a valuable resource in helping students grow in their understanding and abilities
as ensemble musicians. Exercises are grouped by key and presented in a variety of intermediate to advanced
difficulty levels. Where possible, several exercises in the same category are provided to allow variety while
accomplishing the same goals. Its flexibility makes it perfect for large ensemble rehearsals, lessons, and
studio use.

Sound Innovations for Concert Band: Ensemble Development for Advanced Concert
Band - Flute 1
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